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In 1938, after yet another group had unsuccessfully trawled the Australian outback searching for the remains of Ludwig Leichhardt, who had been missing since 1848, public interest in his story re-emerged in the Australian mass media. Newspapers reported that Leichhardt’s aborted second expedition of 1846 was “doomed to failure from the outset, for these trans-continental journeys were not successful until pack horses took the place of waggons, and tin meat, meat on the hoof.”¹ Leichhardt’s quintessential mistake was presumed to have been the form of his food, especially that of his meat.

Leichhardt’s diaries and letters vividly portray his own meat consumption, and that of people he encountered. In describing the form of the meat consumed, Leichardt also describes the relative affluence as well as the social and religious formation of the various cultural groups he met. Writing in 1838 from England, where his health had deteriorated due to diet and the coal-infused air, Leichhardt assured his father that he would be surprised at the fare offered in decent restaurants, which consisted merely of a piece of meat and hard-boiled cabbage, or similar.² Good beef-steaks, he noted, were as hard to come by as they were in Prussia; perhaps this was a nineteenth-century equivalent to The Economist’s Big Mac Index.³ Leichhardt was also an astute observer of how meat was prepared. In England it was plain and simple, with the quality of the meat evident, unlike in France, where everything was covered in a sauce, leaving the diner suspicious of the meat’s quality.⁴

In Australia, meat was plentiful and “exceptionally cheap,” particularly in contrast to fruit and vegetables.⁵ This bounty led Leichhardt to claim that Australian landowners and labourers had far better sustenance than their Prussian counterparts, despite the scarcity and quality of vegetables (including potatoes).⁶ Unlike his English peers, who reluctantly left their homeland because they did not believe it possible to survive on foodstuffs other than “Roast beef and Plumbpudding” [sic], Leichhardt confided to a friend that he felt so content in the bush that a meal of tea, damper and salted meat could quite make him forget the luxuries of an English mid-day meal.⁷ At the same time though, the mere thought of fresh potatoes with butter or new-season herrings was enough to bring a wave of home-sickness over the traveller.⁸

White Australians predominantly nourished themselves with freshly slaughtered meat, since vegetables were not able to withstand the scorching sun.⁹ According to Leichhardt, those station owners who ate vegetables had a lower standard of health than those who
essentially lived on meat. For example, the Gossner Lutheran Aboriginal Missionaries near Brisbane mostly ate a vegetarian diet and consequently looked wan and unhealthy.\textsuperscript{10} Such examples inspired him to consume meat almost exclusively during his (failed) 1846 journey to Swan River.\textsuperscript{11} Indeed meat became such an integral part of Leichhardt’s diet that abstinence during Lent seemed ridiculous.\textsuperscript{12} And yet meat may have been the reason for his failure. If we believe the mid-twentieth century newspapers, it was not the consumption of meat \textit{per se} which brought down Leichhardt’s party, but rather the way that the meat was prepared, namely by air-curing.

Contrary to common white practice, Leichhardt nourished himself as much as possible on local game including kangaroos, emus, bustards, and pigeons.\textsuperscript{13} (Emu meat served him well on the first expedition to Swan River, in a context where commentators would describe emu meat “as food for blackfellows, and not for whites,” to be “resorted to in an emergency diet.”\textsuperscript{14}) However, Australian game often eluded Leichhardt despite his two Indigenous expeditioners and his greyhound. And so his culinary landscape was often restricted to dried meat from European beasts.\textsuperscript{15} (Muscular tissue; entrails were a luxury!\textsuperscript{16}) With such an end in mind, Leichhardt’s aborted 1846 expedition set out with 40 oxen, 180 sheep and 270 goats; his 1848 expedition took even more livestock.\textsuperscript{17} The emphasis was on dried meat: the fresh meat of fattened lambs was believed to have fewer health benefits than dried beef, and Leichhardt even thought that it caused the party to succumb to diseases such as malaria and diarrhoea. And so we have Leichhardt’s fixation with drying meat, a process which often took three-to-four days. Since the technique of “jerking” beef was not known in his homeland, he described it in detail in a letter to his brother-in-law after one of his exploratory tours. He also published long passages about the method in his 1844-1845 \textit{Journal of an Overland Expedition}\textsuperscript{18} as well as in contemporaneous German-language newspaper articles.\textsuperscript{19} The Australian landscape even bears out the importance of Leichhardt’s jerking in his naming of “Dried-Beef Creek” during his expedition to Port Essington.\textsuperscript{20}

Leichhardt seems to have delighted in his jerky, be it beef, mutton or kangaroo.\textsuperscript{22} Yet not everyone was so enamored by it. When he offered it to his Aboriginal expeditioners, “they turned, broke, smelled [it], and
then with a feeling of pity and disgust returned to us [commenting] ‘You no bread, no flour, no rice, no backi – you no good! Bálanda plenty bread, plenty flour, plenty rice, plenty backi! Bálanda very good!’.”

For these Indigenous peoples and for twentieth century commentators, Leichhardt’s culinary provisions were of inferior quality to those of other whites. Livestock was also seen as inferior to tinned meat. In 1938, tinned meat was regarded as the epitome of modernity and of the technological progress that had been achieved since Leichhardt went missing with all that livestock. It was blithely assumed that tins would have saved him.
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